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Hot IPO momentum from Q1 continued into Q2 resulting in the most active second quarter by deal numbers and proceeds in the last 20 years. While Q1 2021 was dominated by special purpose acquisition ...
Global IPO momentum continues record-breaking pace through 1H 2021
If the EU mandates backdoors in end-to-end encrypted messaging clients to scan for suspicious content, it is only a small further step to mandate such backdoors for law enforcement interception.
European ‘chat control’ plans in the name of ‘child safety’ threaten end-to-end encryption
will be designated to receive reports and to investigate or take measures in response to a report of a violation of European Union law. A. UK supermarket chain seeks to divest certain petrol stations ...
Netherlands & the UK Competition Currents July 2021
Referring to Facebook as "FB" in a post Friday about European regulations ... companies to spin off some of their holdings. The prohibitions could reach such things as Google's use of its search ...
Opinion: Big Tech is broken. But can Congress fix it?
Massimo Pinca/Reuters Stellantis, the automaker created by the merger ... “The European Commission explicitly found no evidence that there was any agreement regarding the use of prohibited ...
FedLoan, a handler of millions of federal student loans, won’t renew its contract.
The Biden administration’s recent executive order establishes the contours of a new regulatory framework to protect Americans' sensitive data from foreign adversaries, and although it lacks detail, ...
What Cos. Can Do Ahead Of Upcoming Sensitive Data Regs
Citizens Financial Group, Inc. (“Citizens”) (NYSE: CFG) today announced the expiration and final results of its previously announced offers to exchange four series of its outstanding unregistered ...
Citizens Financial Group Announces Expiration and Results of Exchange Offers for Certain Series of Notes Issued in Connection with Prior Private Exchange Offers
Google would be prohibited from promoting ... referring to the Ford-era law establishing public transparency requirements for mergers and acquisitions. The bills do not name the individual ...
House Judiciary advances sweeping legislation to rein in and break up Big Tech
In 1789, Saint-Domingue supplied two-thirds of the overseas trade of France and was the greatest individual market for the European ... prohibited earlier. Widespread resistance against this law ...
A Short History of Haiti
But as they start to shake up the ecosystem and reap the rewards of more subscribers in the European Union ... It forbids content that’s prohibited by any law, disrespects the sovereignty ...
Damming the Stream: Global Governments Try to Set Boundaries for Streaming Giants. Will They Work?
He passed, and Cooley snapped him up, putting him through law ... prohibition against marijuana is near, he said. Pomeranz says after federal legalization he expects to see more merger and ...
Rising Star: Cooley's Marcelo Pomeranz
The FTC also is seeking to add 36 FTE in its Bureau of Competition (BC) specifically to support identifying and challenging anticompetitive mergers ... U.S. states and the European Union.
Here’s How the FTC Is Tackling Emerging Technology
Below is a recap of the main news related to the cannabis industry and markets for the week of June 28, 2021. Justice ...
The Week In Cannabis: Justice Clarence Thomas, Mexico's Decriminalization, Apple's Policy Changes, Tilray And More
The privacy policy adds: Data necessary for law enforcement, litigation, and authorities' requests. But then they add this: "All your personal data is stored on our servers in the European ...
The Audacity! How to wreck an open-source project and anger a community
Referring to Facebook as “FB” in a post Friday about European regulations ... companies to spin off some of their holdings. The prohibitions could reach such things as Google’s use of ...
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